requirements for preparation of full texts reports for proceedings book

main text:
• word - doc/docx format
• language – english
• main text font – times new roman (11 pt)
• paper size – a4; margins: top – 2 cm, bottom – 3,5 cm, left – 2,8 cm, right – 1,2 cm
• line spacing - single
• title - (14 pt), center, bold
• authors: name, surname, author’s affiliation (institute/university) – full organization name (10 pt), center

the name of corresponding author should be marked with asterisk (*).
manuscripts should be written in correct english in order to avoid preliminary rejection.

abstract – not more than 10 lines (10 pt). it includes the following parts with subtitles: aim, materials and methods, results, conclusions

keywords – not more than 1 line, (10 pt)

the full text structure should include:
introduction
materials and methods
results
discussion
acknowledgements
references
units – si
figures – all figures should be in jpeg format and numbered (1,2,3,….). caption should be placed below the figure. use times new roman font size 12, bold, for x-axis and y-axis text. color figures are not allowed.
tables - all tables should be numbered. caption should be placed above tables. all tables and figures should be placed into the text.
pictures, maps – jpg format. color pictures and maps are paid additionally by the authors.
abbreviations – should be explained under a line at the end of the first page of the text or in the text according to the international requirements.
references – should be prepared in a following way: author/s, title, journal, volume no, year, pages. citation of book: author/s, title, publisher, city, year, pages. citations in the text should be given with number in squire brackets [3,4,..], examples:
manuscript in journal:
1. uzunov b. a., stoyneva, m. p., gärtner g. phytol. balcan., 13 (1), 2007, 65-73.
chapter of the book:
1. de mayer d., quinard j. in: comprehensive ecology (h. frenkel-conrat, r.r. wanger, eds.) plenum press, new york, 1978, 205-284.
Book:

AT THE END OF THE MANUSCRIPT, please provide information about corresponding author: name and affiliation (institute/university, street, post code, city, country, phone and e-mail).

FULL TEXT ARTICLES WILL BE PEER-REVIEWED AND ONLY APPROVED WILL BE PUBLISHED.
The organizers reserve the right to not publish material that does not meet the requirements.

FULL TEXTS FOR PUBLISHING IN THE PROCEEDINGS SHOULD BE SENT BY E-MAIL UNTILL SEPTEMBER 28, 2021 (seminar_of_ecology@hotmail.com).